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What is UiT?
*Multicampus university

Founded 1968 (but with older roots)

General university, basic & applied sciences
R&D in nearly all disciplines

c. 18,000 students
c. 3,800 employees

*University Library

10 physical libraries i 5 towns
100< employees
15< with a PhD / other research background

Luckily, many librarians too…!



Visions of OPEN SCIENCE

• “Open Access Initiative – why, and are we willing to try?”
- UiT’s library director, Helge Salvesen at a national conference in 2003

• “UiT will be in the national forefront in Open Science and our research data 
and publications will be openly available when possible.” 

- UiT’s institutional strategy 2014 – 2022

• “UiT will practice open science. We will promote openness and 
transparency in research, education and innovation and develop the field 
in close cooperation with national and international partners.” 

- UiT’s institutional strategy 2022 – 2030

https://doi.org/10.7557/15.5500
https://uit.no/om/art?p_document_id=355830&dim=179033
https://en.uit.no/om/strategi2030


The many routes towards Open Access
- Encouraging researchers to choose Open Access journals
- Covering Article Processing Charges (UiT Publication Fund)
- Supporting free-to-both-author-and-reader Open Access (aka Diamond)
- Taking part in Read-and-publish deals (aka «transformative»)
- Taking part in international projects (e.g. DIAMAS, OPERAS)
- Teaching PhDs («Take Control of Your PhD Journey» course)
- Serving an Open Journal Systems platform (Septentrio Acad.Pub.)
- Close contact to deans, rectorate, influential professors, etc.
- Setting up DSpace-based platform (the institutional archive, Munin)
- Rights Retention Strategy



MONITORING publications

• Norway’s CRIS system is called Cristin (implemented 2006)
• Every researcher must register their publications (money follows!)
• Possible to upload fulltext through Cristin (no money, just idealism)
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Plan S (launched 2018) – demanding OA



The three routes of Plan S: 
respecting Academic Freedom
• EITHER use a journal that makes your work available in Open 

Access (aka Gold OA or Diamond OA, both OK)
• OR use a journal that has promised to transform itself from a 

paywalled (subscription-based) into a fully OA journal (aka
transformative agreements)

• OR use a journal that hides your work behind paywall, but make 
sure you retain the right to share a full-text copy of your work in 
a repository without an embargo (aka Green OA, secured
through Rights Retention)



But the problem is: only a minority of UiT’s
research articles actually stem from Plan S 
funding
By 2020, we realized: 
- most researchers actually want their work to be OA
- most publishers require too much money to «transform» 

themselves (and most seem not to seriously intend to become
fully OA anyway) = read and publish, not sustainable

- most publishers set long embargo limits; researchers don’t want
them, and checking the rules of each journal requires a lot of
work for the administrators of Munin

- could we perhaps … do something more radical??? 



Rights Retention on institutional level

* Would this be in line with Academic Freedom?
- Yes, researchers want Open Access

* Were there other institutions that had done something similar?
- Yes, Harvard University (and others in the US, since 2008)

* Would this be in accordance with Norwegian Law?
- Yes, since we don’t force researchers to go Open Access

* Would we encounter problems with (major) publishers?
- We didn’t know…

* Would this be in line with UiT’s radical stance on Open Science?
- Yes, definitely!



UiT’s Rights Retention Strategy
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Differences between UiT and Plan S ?
Remember, Plan S says:
OR use a journal that hides your work behind paywall, but make sure 
you retain the right to share a full-text copy of your work in a repository
without an embargo (aka Green OA, secured through Rights 
Retention)

The only difference:
Plan S (also) says: you as an individual researcher are obliged to give
the journal «prior notice» when submitting you manuscript
UiT says: «go ahead, publish where ever you want, and be happy» 
(but whatever you do, make sure to upload the fulltext)



« go ahead, publish where ever you want, and be happy! »



cOAlition S blog, 31 March 2022



https://site.uit.no/muninconf/

https://site.uit.no/muninconf/


RRS @ UiT: Practical overview

hippopx.com CC0



https://munin.uit.no/

https://munin.uit.no/


Munin repository statistics



AUTHOR
Registers publication
Uploads fulltext
(Research admin
canvassing)

Norwegian national CRIS system Institutional repositories

Automatic import 
to repositories at 
author’s
institutions Local ADMINISTRATORS 

check permissions and 
metadataNorwegian Scientific Index 

(NVI)



Registering a new publication in Cristin

• Gold Open Access – upload published pdf
• Not gold OA – upload author’s accepted manuscript (after peer 

review, before publisher layout)
• Check funder requirements for open access

• If no funder requirements, possible to reserve against RRS by 
notifiying the Munin team at the Library (which nobody has 
done, so far…)
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